This paper discusses the method of construction of Variance balanced designs using (i) factorial designs and (ii) some incidence matrix. Further the discussion also involves the efficiency criteria of Variance balanced designs. We have also carried out some properties of Variance balanced designs. This study has been supported by suitable examples.
Introduction
Among all the incomplete block design Balanced incomplete Block design is the best incomplete block design because, BIBD is binary, proper, connected, equi-replicated, balanced and non-orthogonal. Hence BIBD is simple and easy to analysis. However it is very difficult to have a BIBD because BIBD exist only when it satisfied the parametric relations (a) = (b) ( − 1) = ( − 1) and (c) ≥ , and hence in place of BIBD we require another class of incomplete block design which is balanced. This type of incomplete block design is referred as Variance balanced designs. Rao (1958) observed that if the information matrix of a block design satisfied where is non zero eigen value of matrix, is an identity matrix of order , is the matrix with rows and columns whose all the elements are unity then such design is called Variance balanced designs. Since BIBD satisfies this property and hence BIBD is also called Variance balanced designs.
Further many investigators studied about the construction and analysis of Variance balanced designs. For an example Roy (1958) carried out the notion of efficiency factor of block design. Chakrabarti (1963) discussed the useful concept of -matrix of design. Pearce(1964) constructed VB Design with varying block sizes. Kageyama (1976) , Mukharji and Kageyama (1985) studied Resolvable VB Design with unequal replications. Das and Ghosh (1985) constructed unequal replicated, unequal/equal block sizes VB Designs obtained from BIBD and PBIBD using augmented blocks and treatments. Rao(1958) , Hedayat and Federer (1974) , Raghvarao (1962) and Puri and Nigam (1977) studied that a design is said to be variance balanced if every normalized estimable linear treatment contrasts can be estimated with same precision. Tyagi (1979) , Kulshreshtra et al.(1972) , Kageyama (1974 Kageyama ( , 1976 Kageyama ( , 1987 Kageyama ( , 1988 discussed the construction of VB design using BIBD, PBIBD and some incidence matrices. Khatri (1982) gave a formula to measure over-all-A-Efficiency of VB designs along with method of construction of VB Designs. Gupta and Jones (1983) obtained VB design using BIBD and PBIBD with two associate classes. Hedayat and Federer (1974), Calvin (1986) obtained VB design based on unioning block design. Calvin and Sinha (1989) extended the technique of Calvin (1986) to construct VB designs with more than two distinct block sizes that permit fewer replications. Sinha and Jones (1988) discussed construction of variance balanced designs with unequal block sizes which are more applicable than EB design for the practical point of view as the variance of each treatment contrast is the same in VB design. Kageyama (1988) : recommended the use of non binary VB design when binary VB designs are not available for given values of parameters. Agarwal and Kumar (1986) developed some methods of constructing ternary VB designs with ( + ) treatments ( ≥ 1), having blocks of unequal sizes, through block designs with treatment. Ghosh, Kageyama and Joshi (1993) developed Ternary VB designs using BIB and GD design. Ghosh and Joshi (1995) also discussed parametric relations of Efficiency Balanced and Variance balanced design. Ghosh (2012) discussed robustness of variance balanced design against the loss of k treatments and one block.
Definition
A block design is said to be Variance-balanced if it permits the estimation of all estimable normalized treatment contrasts with the same variance , that is,
Variance balance designs can also be further defined in the following way. A connected block design is said to be Variance balanced if and only if all the nonzero eigen values of the matrix of the block design with multiplicities (v -1) are equal. We can define variance balanced design also as the following: a connected block design is Variance-balanced if and only if its -matrix has all off its diagonal elements equal and again all of its off diagonal elements are equal, that is,
It is to be noted that for an equi-replicated, proper, binary, Variance balanced design, the Concurrence matrix Satisfies
Das and Ghosh (1985) suggested that if
Where c is a constant, S i is the replication size of i th treatment and S m is the replication size of m th treatment, hold true for all i ≠ m = 1,2,. . .,v. Further they argued that if all C im are same then the block design will be called variance balanced designs.
Here we have developed the construction of variance balanced design using symmetrical factorial experiments and by developing some incidence matrices. We have discussed some properties of variance balanced designs which is explained in section 4.
Method of Construction of Variance Balanced Designs.

Variance Balanced Design from Symmetrical Factorial Experiment 2
n Deleting Control Treatment. Deleting the control treatment ( 0 0 0 . . . . 0). Call each treatment combinations as one block and factors as treatment. This way we have v treatments and 2 n -1 blocks. Each treatment combinations has 2 n-1 "zero"s" and " one"s". So design is binary and has 2 n-1 replications. Further each treatment combinations has either one, two, three, . . . , n "1". Hence block sizes is {1,2,….,n}. So the design is binary and equi replicated.
If we can prove that the incidence matrix satisfy
Then the design will be variance balanced, where
International Journal of Statistics and Probability Vol. 7, No. 3; 2018 Since each row of incidence matrix has half zero and half "1". So the diagonal elements of NK -1 N " is Next we construct variance balanced design from a 2 n symmetrical factorial experiments after deleting control treatment and all the main effects. This is discussed in theorem 3.2.1. Theorem: 3.2.1. If we delete the control treatment and all the main effects and then considering each treatment combination a block we get a variance balanced design with parameters. v = n , b = 2 n − 1 − . n 1 / , r = 2 n−1 − 1, k = (2,3, … . , n).
Proof: consider a 2 n treatment combination. Delete its control treatment and all main effects. Consider each treatment combination compose of [ 0 1 0 1 ……] as one block. This way we have (2 n -1 -n ) column with v treatments as the incidence matrix of a block design. This incidence matrix has all elements as zero or 1 only. So the design is binary. Now each treatment is repeated (2 n-1 -1) times so design is equireplicated and unequal block of {2,3,…,n}
Let the incidence matrix of the block design is given by Vol. 7, No. 3; 2018 Here θ is non -zero eigen value of C matrix of block design, where θ = (2 n-1 -1 -S + R)
Since (3.5) satisfy the criteria of variance balance design and hence the existing design is a variance balanced design.
3.2.2.Example 2.
Consider a 2 3 factorial experiment. This has eight treatment combinations. Delete all main effects and control treatment. In this way we have four treatment combinations. Call each treatment combination as a block of VB design. Thus we have four blocks with 3 treatments. Further consider this as a incidence matrix of a block design. This is shown below Remark. Equi-replicated, equi-block sizes (Proper) binary Variance balanced design is infect, balanced incomplete block designs.
For an example = 4, = 6, = 3, = 2, = 1 is a BIBD whose -matrix is 
Efficiency Factor
Efficiency factor of variance balanced designs compare to completely randomized design is given by
Now we consider the example 1, where = 15 , so ̂= 
